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Abstract
In this paper, an efficient calculation of the Green’s functions inside multilayered shielded cav-
ities with right isosceles-triangular cross-section is presented. The method is entirely developed in
the spatial domain, and it is based on image theory. The idea is to use the spatial domain Green’s
functions inside a multilayered shielded square box, in order to accurately obtain the Green’s func-
tions for the right isosceles triangular cavity. Image theory is then used to enforce the boundary
conditions along the non-equal side of the triangle. It is shown that the new algorithm is very
robust, with limited computational effort. Resonance frequencies and potential patterns of a tri-
angular cavity have been calculated and compared to those obtain by other techniques, showing
very good agreement. Finally, a transversal filter inside a multilayered triangular shaped cavity is
designed, manufactured and tested using the developed technique.
1 Introduction
The analysis of shielded microwave circuits is an interesting subject that has always attracted
attention. This is because they find huge applications in many modern telecommunication systems.
In order to achieve high accuracy, full-wave analysis must be performed to analyze microwave devices.
This is the case for example of modern monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC). The effects
of the shielding enclosure can not be neglected, due to their influence in the electrical behavior of the
whole structure [1].
For the analysis of these devices, finite-elements methods can be employed (such as [2] or [3]).
However, these family of methods are computationally very heavy and time-consuming. Other possi-
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bility is to employ the integral equation technique (IE) combined with the Method of Moments (MoM)
[4].
In the latter case, the main problem is to compute the Green’s functions associated with the
multilayered shielded medium. This calculation can be performed in the spectral or in the spatial
domains. The spectral domain is usually very efficient, although it has some convergence problems
when the shielding box has large dimensions as compared to the size of the printed circuit. Rectangular
[5] and circular [6] multilayered enclosures have efficiently been treated in the spectral domain. On
the other hand, the spatial domain is able to solve some of the problems encountered in the spectral
domain, but still expresses the Green’s functions in terms of slow convergent series of spatial images.
Rectangular enclosures have extensively been analyzed in this domain (see [7] or [8]).
Recently, a new technique based on equivalent point sources has been developed to numerically
compute the Green’s functions in circular cavities [9] and in arbitrarily-shaped cavities defined by linear
segments [10], using an spatial formulation. These previous approaches were useful approximations to
the calculation of the exact Green’s functions for these kind of cavities. In the process, the weights of
the fictitious sources are numerically computed to impose the boundary conditions at discrete points
on the cavity wall. This imposition of the boundary conditions needs also to be done along the
longitudinal direction, for electrically long cavities.
In this paper, we present a new rigorous approach for the Green’s functions calculation inside
a multilayered shielded cavity with right isosceles triangular cross-section. The method is entirely
developed in the spatial domain and it is based on image theory. Unlike the previous techniques
([9],[10]), the method computes the Green’s functions rigorously in the whole cavity, without intro-
ducing equivalent sources. The key idea is to split a multilayered square shaped box in two right
isosceles triangular cavities (namely A and B as shown in Fig. 1). We then use the spatial domain
Green’s functions associated to the square cavity, to recover the Green’s functions related to one of
the triangular structures. Note that the Green’s functions of square cavities can be efficiently com-
puted by using series acceleration techniques [11]. Once the Green’s functions of the square cavity are
computed, simple image theory is used to enforce the boundary conditions along the non-equal side
of the triangle. In this way, for each point source inside (A), a spatial image will be placed in the
other triangular cavity, (B). This image is able to exactly satisfy the boundary condition along the
hypotenuse side of the triangular cavity, even along the longitudinal direction (height of the cavity).
Finally, the Green’s functions inside the triangle (A) are recovered by taking into account the presence
of the original and of the image sources.
As in the works presented in [9] and [10], this paper uses the concept of spatial images related to
the electric scalar and magnetic vector potentials. However, it is important to remark that the present
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approach exactly satisfies the boundary conditions along the whole cavity wall (even along the height
of the enclosure), and therefore it is not an approximation to the modeling of the enclosure. Fur-
thermore, the images are computed using the Green’s functions associated to a multilayered shielded
square cavity, instead of the usual multilayered infinite medium employed in previous works. On the
other hand, the use of this rigorous approach is restricted to the case of multilayered enclosures with
triangular right-isosceles cross section.
The usefulness of the technique is demonstrated by obtaining resonance frequencies and potentials
patterns of a multilayered cavity with right isosceles triangular cross-section. The results are compared
with those obtained by a finite-elements method (HFSS c©), showing good agreement. In order to show
the practical value of the method, a hybrid waveguide-microstrip filter [12], inside a triangular cavity,
is designed using the developed technique. Since this filter combines one of the cavity resonances with
a resonance of a printed microstrip line, the correct model of the triangular-shaped multilayered cavity
is essential. Measured data is used to validate the filter results.
2 Theoretical Outline
The geometry for the calculation of the mixed-potential Green’s function is presented in Fig. 1.
As it can be seen in the figure, an electric unitary dipole is placed inside a right-isosceles triangular
metallic cavity (A). The final goal is to compute the Green’s functions associated to this triangular
cavity (A). To do that, a square cavity, which is composed of the original triangle (A) and of an
auxiliary triangle (B) is considered. The Green’s functions associated to a multilayered shielded
square enclosure, as presented in Fig. 1, can efficiently be obtained in the spatial domain using, for
instance, the procedure described in [13] or in [11]. These square cavity Green’s functions are then
used to recover the Green’s functions associated to the multilayered triangular cavity (A). To do that,
an electric point source (qe) or an electric unitary dipole (I) is placed inside this cavity (A) (see
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) Then, the triangle (B) is used to place an exact image of the original source (q ′e
or I ′). Both original and image sources are computed using the square cavity Green’s functions, and
therefore, the boundary conditions at the external square walls are automatically satisfied. Finally, the
original and image sources are combined to compute the Green’s function associated to the triangular
cavity (A). Due to the combination of the original source with its image, the field will also satisfy the
boundary conditions at the hypotenuse of the triangular cavity. Since the original and image sources
are computed inside a multilayered structure, the final computed Green’s functions will also take into
account for the substrate layers.
The physical boundary condition to be imposed at the metallic cavity walls is the zero tangent
electric field. This boundary condition can also be translated to the potentials. First, the electric
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scalar potential must vanish along the cavity walls. If a single electric point charge is placed inside the
triangle A, the boundary condition will be automatically satisfied along the two external equal sides of
the triangular cavity. This is because these two sides are common to the square cavity used to calculate
the basic Green’s functions. In order to impose the boundary conditions along the hypotenuse of the
triangle, a spatial image of the original source is placed inside triangle B (see Fig. 2). From basic
image theory [14], the value of this new image is the same as the original, but with opposite sign. The
combination of both sources will make the electric scalar potential to be zero along the hypotenuse of
the triangle, even in the z-direction. Since the image also shares the square cavity sides, the boundary
conditions are also satisfied in the other walls. Finally, the electric scalar potential inside the triangular
cavity is recovered using a combination of the two sources:
GVT (~r, ~r
′) = GVq (~r, ~r
′)−GV ′q (~r, ~r ′im) (1)
where ~r is an arbitrary observation point (P ), ~r ′ is the source position (both inside triangle A), and
~r ′im is the source image position (placed in triangle B). It is important to remark that GVq and GV ′q
are the electric scalar potential inside a square multilayered shielded cavity containing the triangular
cavity.
For the evaluation of the magnetic vector potential dyadic Green’s function, a similar procedure
is followed, but taking into account the vector nature of this potential. Considering two unit dipoles
inside triangle A (Ix and Iy, oriented along the x and y axis), two images dipoles can be placed
inside triangle B (I ′x and I ′y, oriented along the y and x-axis respectively). These images are used to
enforce the boundary conditions along the triangle hypotenuse (see Fig. 3). Again, since all dipoles
are placed inside the associated square cavity, the boundary conditions are also imposed along the
external walls. By simple image theory, the values of the image dipoles are the same as the original,
but their orientations have been rotated by 90 degrees [14]. The final magnetic vector potential is
recovered using the superposition of all dipoles:
GxxAT (~r, ~r
′) = GxxAIx (~r, ~r
′) (2)
GyxAT (~r, ~r
′) = GyyAI′x
(~r, ~r ′im) (3)
GxyAT (~r, ~r
′) = −GxxAI′y (~r, ~r
′
im) (4)
GyyAT (~r, ~r
′) = GyyAIy (~r, ~r
′) (5)
where ~r is the position of an arbitrary observation point (P ), ~r ′ is the source position (both inside
triangle A), and ~r ′im is the source images position (placed in triangle B). It is worth mentioning that,
according to these expressions, an x-directed dipole will produce a y-component of the magnetic vector
potential (and viceversa). This cross component is given by the image dipole I ′x, which is oriented
along the y-axis. Physically, this cross component is caused by the hypotenuse wall of the triangular
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cavity.
The computational effort required to evaluate the proposed Green’s functions for multilayered
triangular cavities represents twice the effort required for the computation of the Green’s functions
associated to multilayered square cavities, which is the key of the proposed formulation. Note that
for the computation of the latter, different techniques for series acceleration, such as those proposed
in [13],[11], may be applied.
3 Results
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique, the resonant frequencies and
potential patterns of a multilayered triangular cavity are obtained. The results are validated by a
finite elements method (Ansoft HFSS c©). Finally, the analysis and design of a transversal microstrip
filter inside a triangular cavity is presented, using measured data as validation.
In Fig. 4 a multilayered shielded triangular cavity with right isosceles cross-section is shown. To
obtain the resonances of the cavity, the potentials are represented as a function of frequency for a
fixed position of source and observation points. In Fig. 5 sharp peaks in the potential response can
be observed. These peaks are closely related to the resonant frequencies of the cavity. It is important
to remark that at exactly the natural frequencies of the cavity, the value of the potentials will tend to
infinity. Consequently, to find the resonant frequencies of the cavity we detect the maximum value of
the potentials given by the selected frequency step during the frequency sweep. To study the accuracy
of the results, the same study has been performed by a finite-elements method (HFSS c©). As it can
be seen in Table 1, high accuracy has been achieved, maintaining in all cases a relative error below
0.08%, when the frequency step is 0.005λ. It is important to note that the accuracy obtained directly
depends on the step length taken by the frequency sweep. When this step becomes smaller, the error
decreases. For example, when the frequency step is reduced to 0.0025λ, the maximum relative error
is always below 0.04%.
The method presented in this paper can compute the potentials (even at the cavity resonances)
without any convergence problem. To show that this is indeed the case, the electric scalar potential is
shown in Fig. 6 at the normalized frequency of L
′
λ = 0.2851, where L
′ denotes the physical length of the
two equal sides of the triangle (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, the magnetic vector potential GyyA is depicted
in Fig. 7 at the normalized frequency of L
′
λ = 0.2991. In both cases, a noise-free potential pattern can
be observed. Note that the potential values have been normalized, and the representation avoids the
singular behavior found at exactly the source position. The same study has been performed using the
commercial software HFSS c©, obtaining similar results for the z-component and for the y-component
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of the Electric Field, respectively.
Finally, in order to verify the boundary conditions for the computed Green’s functions, we include
in Fig. 8 a plot of the magnetic vector potential produced by a y-directed unitary dipole, in the same
conditions as in Fig. 7. We can observe in the figure that the magnetic vector potential remains
perpendicular to the three walls of the cavity, therefore fulfilling with accuracy the proper boundary
conditions.
The proposed technique can be useful to analyze microwave filters inside multilayered triangular
shaped cavities, as shown in Fig. 9. This filter is a hybrid waveguide-microstrip filter [12], which
combines one of the cavity resonances with a printed line microstrip resonance in order to obtain a
second order filter response. The L′ dimension of the cavity (related to the physical length of the
two equal sides of the triangle, see Fig. 1) is adjusted in order to tune the cavity resonance at the
frequency of 4.47GHz. The resulting filter follows the topology known as Modified Doublet [15], and
it can be expressed in term of the following coupling matrix (M) [12, 16]
M =

0 −0.5249 −0.6487 0.0179
−0.5249 1.0447 0 0.5249
0.6487 0 −0.9477 0.6487
0.0179 0.5249 0.6487 0
 . (6)
After the design process, a prototype, shown in Fig. 10, has been manufactured and tested. It is
important to remark that the adequate modeling of the triangular multilayered box is essential for
this type of filter. This is because one of the resonances of the filter is provided by the partially filled
cavity.
It is important to point out that a finite elements technique has difficulties in analyzing this filter.
This is because of the tight couplings existing between the input and output ports and the printed line
resonator, which is difficult to model by a volume mesh. On the contrary, with an integral equation
technique these couplings can be modeled more accurately. This is shown in Fig. 11, where we present
the response obtained with the new method. Measured results are also shown for validations. Good
agreement between both results can be observed.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel technique for the evaluation of the Green’s function inside triangular mul-
tilayered cavities with right-isosceles cross section has been presented. The spatial domain Green’s
functions for a square multilayered box are used to accurately obtain the Green’s function for the
triangular cavity. Image theory is used to exactly enforce the boundary conditions for the potentials
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along the non-equal side of the triangular cavity. Resonance frequencies and potential patterns inside
a multilayered triangular cavity are obtained and validated with a finite elements technique. In order
to show the practical value of the proposed method, a novel waveguide-microstrip transversal filter
has been designed, analyzed and tested. Very good agreement between the simulated and measured
data has been found.
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Table 1: Resonance frequencies for the triangular cavity shown in Fig. 4.
Resonance frequencies, Resonance frequencies, Relative
New Method [Ghz] HFSS c© [Ghz] Difference (%)
0.2035 0.2035 0.0000
0.2210 0.2209 0.0453
0.2342 0.2342 0.0000
0.2585 0.2583 0.0774
0.2588 0.2587 0.0387
0.2695 0.2693 0.0743
0.2851 0.2849 0.0702
0.2991 0.2990 0.0334
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Figure 1: A square box is split in two right-isosceles triangular cavities (‘A’ and ‘B’). A
unitary electric dipole is placed inside triangle A. L′ = λ, x′ = y′ = 0.25λ.
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Figure 2: Original and image charge sources used to enforce the boundary condition for the
electric scalar potential along the non-equal side of the triangular cavity. Point P
is a generic observation point. L′ = λ, x′ = y′ = 0.25λ.
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Figure 3: Original and image electric dipole sources used to enforce the boundary condition
for the magnetic vector potential, along the non-equal side of the triangular cavity.
Point P is a generic observation point. L′ = λ, x′ = y′ = 0.25λ.
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Figure 4: Multilayered shielded triangular cavity with right isosceles cross-section. L′ = λ,
L1 = 0.2λ, L2 = 0.2λ, εr = 5.0. The point source is placed at the position
(0.25λ, 0.35λ, 0.2λ), and the observation point is placed at (0.35λ, 0.25λ, 0.2λ).
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Figure 5: Mixed potentials as a function of frequency in the cavity shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 6: Electric scalar potential obtained with the new method at the normalized resonant
frequency L
′
λ = 0.2851. The source is placed at the position (0.2λ, 0.2λ, 0.2λ).
Figure 7: Magnetic vector potential dyadic component GyyA obtained with the new method
at the resonant frequency L
′
λ = 0.2991. The source is placed at the position
(0.22λ, 0.5λ, 0.2λ).
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Figure 8: Vector plot of the magnetic vector potential produced by a y-directed unitary
dipole in the same conditions as in Fig. 7.
Figure 9: Novel triangular-shaped second order transversal filter.
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Figure 10: Aspect of the manufactured breadboard, showing all pieces of the filter.
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Figure 11: Results for the band-pass filter shown in Fig. 9, obtained with the proposed
technique. Losses are included in the dielectric substrate (tanδ = 0.004) and in
the printed metalizations (σ = 1 · 107Ω−1/m). Measured data are presented as
validation.
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